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This study proposes a reliability3based design (RBD) procedure to evaluate the allowable 

load for augered cast3in3place (ACIP) piles installed in predominately granular soils based on a 

prescribed level of reliability at the serviceability limit state (SLS). The ultimate limit state 

(ULS) ACIP pile3specific design model proposed in the companion paper is incorporated into a 

bivariate hyperbolic load3displacement model capable of describing the variability in the load3

displacement relationship for a wide range of pile displacements. Following the approach 

outlined in the companion paper, distributions with truncated lower3bound capacities were 

incorporated into the reliability analyses. A lumped load3 and resistance factor is calibrated using 

a suitable performance function and Monte Carlo simulations. The average and conservative 95 

percent lower3bound prediction intervals for the calibrated load3 and resistance factor resulting 

from the simulations are provided. Although unaccounted for in past studies, the slenderness 

ratio was shown to have significant influence on foundation reliability. Because of the low 

uncertainty in the proposed ULS pile capacity prediction model, the use of a truncated 

distribution had moderate influence on foundation reliability. 

�������������� !��ACIP piles; Reliability; Serviceability limit state; Statistics; Design 
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A suitable foundation design will satisfy the strength limit or ultimate limit state (ULS) as 

well as the serviceability limit state (SLS), which is often associated with the allowable 

displacement or angular distortion of a structure.  At present, the ULS has received considerably 

more attention in reliability3based design (RBD); however, the SLS is often the governing 

criterion for many foundation alternatives (Becker 1996; Wang and Kulhawy 2008; Zhang et al. 

2008; Uzielli and Mayne 2011).  Phoon and Kulhawy (2008) incorporated the accuracy and 

uncertainty of the Meyerhof (1976) method for estimating shaft resistance of drilled shafts to 

make assessments of reliability at the SLS for augered cast3in3place (ACIP) piles. However, the 

Meyerhof method was originally developed to predict the capacity of driven displacement piles 

and then modified for use with drilled shafts, which are constructed differently than ACIP piles. 

Additionally, Phoon and Kulhawy (2008) neglected toe bearing resistance when estimating ACIP 

pile capacity, resulting in a biased and considerably variable model (Phoon et al. 2006). Phoon et 

al. (2006) noted that models specific to ACIP piles needed to be developed (Phoon et al. 2006).   

The goal of this study is to use the ACIP pile3specific ULS design models presented in the 

companion paper (Reddy and Stuedlein 2016) to investigate reliability3based SLS design of 

ACIP piles installed in predominately granular soils. Those case histories described in the 

companion paper characterized with high quality load3displacement (Q�δ) curves were used to 

investigate foundation reliability at the SLS.  First, an approach to link the ULS capacity models 

developed in the companion paper to SLS design is presented.  The strategy for calibrating the 

selected reliability3based SLS design methodology, specifically a bivariate hyperbolic load3

displacement model, is discussed, including an effort made to treat previously un3identified 

dependencies of the bivariate model parameters with pile geometry.  The correlation structure of 

the resulting transformed load3displacement model parameters is then characterized using copula 
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theory, an appropriate method for simulating non3linearly correlated variables.  Following Najjar 

and Gilbert (2009) and the approach described in the companion paper, the distribution of pile 

capacity is truncated as a function of the slenderness ratio to improve the estimate of reliability.  

Using a lumped load3 and resistance factor, Monte Carlo simulations are used to estimate the 

uncertainty associated with the ULS and load3displacement models considering the variation in 

applied load and allowable displacement to estimate the reliability of ACIP piles at the SLS.  

Finally, a convenient set of quasi3deterministic expressions are developed to estimate the 

allowable load of ACIP piles installed in granular soils with a specified allowable displacement, 

pile geometry, and prescribed probability of exceeding the SLS.  Because the simulation3based 

expressions necessarily include small error, a lower3bound 95 percent prediction interval for the 

estimation of the allowable load is also provided.  This paper concludes with an illustrative 

example and makes comparisons to the outcome of simulations that incorporate less 

advantageous modeling decisions. 

��	��	����
��
���
�����������	��������
�����	��

The database used herein to evaluate the reliability of ACIP piles at the SLS consisted of the 

results of 95 static loading tests performed on ACIP piles constructed in principally granular 

soils.  Owing to a relatively small contribution of shaft resistance to the total pile resistance (i.e., 

sum of shaft and toe bearing resistance), Kulhawy and Chen (2005) observed that the load3

displacement behavior of shorter piles (i.e., slenderness ratio, D/B < 20, where B and D are the 

pile diameter and embedment depth, respectively) was different than longer piles.  Because very 

short ACIP piles are rarely constructed, the piles in this database were limited to D/B ≥ 20; the 

maximum D/B was equal to 68.5.  The details of the piles in the load test database are provided 

in the companion paper (Reddy and Stuedlein 2016). 
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The models for predicting ultimate shaft and toe bearing resistance discussed in the 

companion paper represent the average pile response to loading after accounting for variability in 

pile diameter, soil and pile materials, and differences in regional construction practices and 

quality.  The shaft and toe bearing resistances predicted using the models proposed in the 

companion paper were summed to produce the total predicted resistance, Qult,p, and are used as a 

reference capacity for the SLS reliability analyses conducted herein.  The mean bias, defined as 

the ratio of interpreted to predicted capacity, and coefficient of variation (COV), defined as the 

ratio of the standard deviation of the point biases to the mean bias, were equal to 0.976 and 22.4 

percent, respectively, indicating predicted total resistances that are relatively unbiased and 

moderately variable. 

����������	�
��	��
��
�
���������

An appropriate approach for reliability3based calibration for SLS design includes recognition 

and incorporation of the sources of uncertainty that contribute to the overall reliability of the 

foundation system, such as the soil and pile material, construction method and quality, error 

associated with selected failure criteria and design model, and variation in applied loads to 

estimate the probability of failure, pf, associated with exceeding a specific limit state.  The pf is 

then compared to an “acceptable” level of hazard to ensure the target reliability of the system is 

met (Phoon and Kulhawy 2008).  

The SLS is reached when foundation displacement, δa, is equal to or greater than a 

prescribed allowable displacement, �δa
.  In terms of load, the SLS is defined as the case when the 

applied load, Qapp, is equal to or greater than the allowable resistance, Qa.  Ideally each Qa would 

be associated with an invariant allowable displacement and vice versa; however, significant 

uncertainty between these performance measures exists and therefore its characterization is 
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critical for appropriate RBD.  A performance function, P, is used to assess the probability of 

exceeding the SLS (Phoon and Kulhawy 2008; Uzielli and Mayne 2011; Stuedlein and Reddy 

2013): 

(1)                                    ( ) ( ) Tappaf pPQQp ≤<=<−= 0Pr0Pr                                           

where pT is the target probability of failure.  Displacement and load are related to one another 

through a suitable Q�δ model, selected to best represent the observed load3displacement curves 

in the database.   

Reliability analyses at the SLS could be performed for discrete magnitudes of displacement 

in a manner similar to that pursued for the ULS models described in the companion paper.  

However, this approach is not efficient when considering several different levels of allowable 

displacement, which is usually prescribed based on the type, size, and criticality of the structure 

being considered (Phoon and Kulhawy 2008).  Additionally, the allowable displacement could 

include considerable uncertainty given the difficulty associated with its assessment (Zhang and 

Ng 2005).  Thus, an efficient RBD procedure will consider the uncertainty in the entire load3

displacement relationship, and permit allowable displacement to be defined as a random variable.   

Several sources of uncertainty influence the Q�δ behavior of ACIP piles.  The use of a pile 

database to develop a Q�δ model permits the aleatory and epistemic uncertainty to be implicitly 

captured, statistically characterized, and incorporated into reliability analyses.  This study 

followed the general framework outlined by Stuedlein and Uzielli (2014), Huffman and 

Stuedlein (2014), and Huffman et al. (2015) for calibration of reliability3based SLS models.  The 

mobilized resistance, Qmob, at a given displacement is normalized by a reference capacity 

determined using the slope3tangent method (Hirany and Kulhawy 1988), QSTC, to reduce the 

observed scatter associated with various Q�δ curves. The remaining variability can be readily 
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characterized using a probabilistic hyperbolic model (Phoon et al. 2006; Stuedlein and Reddy 

2013): 

(2)                                                           
a

a

STC

mob

kkQ

Q

δ
δ

⋅+
=

21

     

where k1 and k2 are physically meaningful fitting parameters that define the shape of the load3

displacement curve: the reciprocal of k1 and k2 are equal to the initial slope and asymptotic 

(ultimate) resistance.  The fitting parameters from pile case histories collected by Chen (1998) 

and Kulhawy and Chen (2005) were obtained directly.  The observed load3displacement curves 

reported by O’Neill et al. (1999), Mandolini et al. (2002), McCarthy (2008), Park et al. (2010), 

Stuedlein et al. (2012), and DFI (2013), described in the companion paper, were fit to the 

hyperbolic model using ordinary least squares regression to determine k1 and k2 for the remaining 

pile cases. 

The performance function may be rewritten as the difference between the mobilized 

resistance and applied load, and probability of failure computed as: 

(3)                              ( )
T

STC

app

a

a
appmobf p

Q

Q

kk
QQp ≤








<

⋅+
=<−=

δ
δ

21

Pr0Pr                           

The applied load and slope3tangent capacity may be expressed as the products of deterministic 

nominal values, Qapp,n and QSTC,n, and their associated normalized random variables, Q’app and 

mSTC, respectively (Stuedlein and Uzielli 2014, Huffman and Stuedlein 2014).  As discussed 

subsequently, mSTC is defined as the ratio between the QSTC and the predicted ULS capacity and 

is used to provide a direct method to move between the proposed ULS and SLS design methods.  

The ratio of QSTC,n to Qapp,n represents a lumped load3 and resistance factor, ψQ, equivalent to a 

single deterministic global safety factor, and ensures that pf is equal to pT (Phoon 2006; Phoon 
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and Kulhawy 2008; Uzielli and Mayne 2011; Stuedlein and Reddy 2013; Stuedlein and Uzielli 

2014).  The probability of failure is then calculated as: 

(4)                             ( ) T

STC

app

Qa

a
appmobf p

m

Q

kk
QQp ≤










<

⋅+
=<−=

'1
Pr0Pr

21 ψδ
δ

                         

Assuming that the performance function is normally distributed, pf can be mapped to the 

reliability index, β, defined as the number of standard deviations between the mobilized 

resistance and applied load, using the inverse standard normal cumulative function, Φ
31

: 

(5)                                                              ( )
fp1−Φ−=β                                                                

The reliability index was estimated for a range of ψQ in order to assess possible relationships 

between the probabilistic variables in the performance function and provide simple expressions 

to determine ψQ given a target probability of failure.  

��
�����	�����	�
�����������	����	�
�����	�����

Although a variety of methods can be used to assess reliability at the SLS (e.g. First3Order 

Second Moment [FOSM], First3Order Reliability Method [FORM]), Monte Carlo simulations 

(MCS) were used herein because these simulations are not restricted to certain types of 

distributions (e.g. normal, lognormal), and are generally considered more appropriate for non3

linear limit state functions (Allen et al. 2005; Uzielli and Mayne 2011).  Two main sources of 

uncertainty are addressed in this approach: the parameter uncertainty associated with each 

random variable in the performance function, and the transformation uncertainty resulting from 

the imperfect fit between the observed load3displacement curves and the hyperbolic model.  

Monte Carlo simulations were used to combine the various sources of uncertainty in order to 

evaluate the performance function and the associated probability of failure under several 

different scenarios.  After determining the most appropriate distribution for each random variable 

in the performance function, samples were generated for each random variable based on known 
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or assumed statistical parameters, and substituted into Eqn. (4) to determine pf.  Potential 

correlations between variables were assessed, and correlated multivariate distributions were 

generated using copula theory (e.g., Nelson 2006).  In order to make unbiased reliability3based 

calibrations, correlations between variables in the performance function and deterministic 

variables in the database were treated via simple transformations, as described subsequently. 

��������	
�����������������

In order to make accurate assessments of reliability at the SLS for any level of allowable 

displacement, the uncertainty in the entire Q�δ relationship must be characterized and 

incorporated into the performance function.  Because of their respective definitions, k1 and k2 are 

expected to be negatively correlated to some degree (Phoon et al. 2006; Stuedlein and Reddy 

2013; Stuedlein and Uzielli 2014).  Figure 1a shows each pair of k1 and k2 for the database 

considered, and illustrates their nonlinear correlation.  Owing to its non3parametric formulation, 

the Kendall’s Tau correlation coefficient, ρτ, was used to assess the degree and direction of 

correlation between k1 and k2 and was found to equal 30.72 with a p3value equal to 2 × 10
316

. 

To avoid bias in reliability3based assessments, the correlation between k1 and k2 and the 

available soil or geometrical parameters in the database (e.g. SPT3N and D/B) must be removed 

or addressed in some way (Phoon and Kulhawy 2008).  Using the Kendall’s Tau correlation test 

and the database considered herein, k1 and k2 were found to be independent of SPT3N (and 

therefore relative density), with p3values equal to 0.54 and 0.92, respectively.  However, k1 and 

k2 were found to depend on D/B, with p3values equal to 7 × 10
39

 and 6 × 10
38

, respectively.  

Stuedlein and Reddy (2013) showed that the correlation between the model parameters and D/B 

can be eliminated by transforming k1 and k2 using: 

(6a)                                                              
D

B
kk t ⋅= 1,1                                                           
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(6b)                                                              
B

D
kk t 2,2 =                                                        

The methods used to transform k1 and k2 into k1,t and k2,t are purely empirical, and selected on the 

basis that the correlation between the model parameters and slenderness ratio was eliminated.  

The Kendall’s Tau test between k1,t and average SPT3N along the pile shaft, Navg, k2,t and Navg, k1,t 

and D/B, and k2,t and D/B indicated no correlation at a 5 percent level of significant, with  p3

values were equal to 0.27, 0.90, 0.72, and 0.47, respectively.  Figure 1b shows the pairs of k1,t 

and k2,t for each pile considered, which indicates that the correlation between them is largely 

preserved after transformation efforts are made (ρτ = 30.67, p3value = 2 × 10
316

). 

For the purposes of simulation, several continuous probability distributions were fit to the 

marginal empirical distributions of k1,t and k2,t and their goodness3of3fit was assessed using the 

Anderson3Darling test (Anderson and Darling 1952).  Convincing evidence (i.e. p3value < 0.05) 

suggested that the normal, Cauchy, logistic, Weibull, and exponential distributions were not 

appropriate to describe the distribution of k1,t, whereas only the Weibull and exponential 

distributions were rejected for fitting k2,t at the same level of significance.  The Anderson3

Darling test provided no evidence (i.e. p3value > 0.05) to reject the gamma and lognormal 

distributions for k1,t, and the normal, Cauchy, logistic, gamma, and lognormal distributions for 

k2,t.  The gamma distribution was selected herein because it is confined to positive real values 

and appeared to provide the best fit to the marginal distributions of k1,t and k2,t, with p3values 

equal to 0.56 and 0.68, respectively.  The probability density function for gamma3distributed 

random variables, k, is: 

(7)                                                          ( )
( )

tirk

ti ek
r

kf ,1

,

−−

Γ
= σ

σ

σ
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where Γ(σ) is the gamma function, and σ and r are fitting parameters.  The best3fit parameters 

were obtained by maximum likelihood estimation, where σ = 4.77 and r = 29.64 for k1,t, and σ = 

19.56 and r = 5.79 for k2,t.  The empirical and fitted gamma cumulative distribution functions for 

k1,t and k2,t are shown in Figure 2a and b, respectively.  

In order to make unbiased reliability calculations, the dependence between k1,t and k2,t must 

be incorporated into reliability simulations (Phoon et al. 2006).  Previously, correlated 

multivariate samples have been generated for the hyperbolic model parameters for ACIP piles 

using translational and rank correlation models (Phoon and Kulhawy 2008; Stuedlein and Reddy 

2013); however, Li et al. (2011) showed that these methods are not appropriate for non3linear 

correlations.  In an effort to improve the accuracy of the reliability assessments, copula theory 

(Nelson 2006), which separates the dependence structure of any number of correlated variables 

from their marginal distributions, was used to model the bivariate correlation between k1,t and 

k2,t.   

Copulas are used to simulate the multi3variate correlation structure of random variables.  Five 

different types of copulas were evaluated for suitability in this study (Table 1; Appendix A): 

Gaussian, Frank (Frank 1979), Clayton (Clayton 1978), Gumbel (Gumbel 1960), and Joe (Joe 

1997). Appendix A provides the functional form of each copula function, C, which is determined 

by fitting ρτ to an alternate definition of the Kendall’s Tau coefficient (Nelson 2006): 

(8)                                        ( ) ( ) ( )∫ ∫ −=
1

0

1

0

,2,1,2,1,2,1 1,,4, tttttt uudCuuCuuτρ  

where u1,t and u2,t are the standardized (i.e., ranked) values of k1,t and k2,t in standard normal 

space.  Although the Clayton, Gumbel, and Joe copulas were originally developed for use with 

positively correlated data, it was possible to rotate the correlation 90 degrees to model the 

observed negative dependence structure between k1,t and k2,t, for example by replacing u1,t in the 
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copula function by (1 – u1,t).  The copula parameters, θi, (Table 1) were calculated from ρτ, and 

the best3fit copula may be determined by evaluating the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) 

(Schwarz 1978): 

(9)                                              ( )∑
=

+−=
N

i

citit NkuucBIC
1

,,2,,1 ln,ln2                                  

where N is the sample size, kc is the number of copula parameters, and c is the copula density 

function, given by: 

(10)                                                ( ) ( )tt

tt

tt uuC
uu

uuc ,2,1

,2,1

2

,2,1 ,,
∂∂
∂

=                                         

Table 1 summarizes the goodness3of3fit of ranked sample data to the selected copulas.  Based on 

the lowest BIC value, the Frank copula was the selected for reliability simulations. 

To verify that the uncertainty in the observed load3displacement curves can be satisfactorily 

replicated using the approach described above, 1,000 k1,t–k2,t pairs were simulated with the Frank 

copula and truncated gamma distributions.  In order to make the comparison, k1,t and k2,t were 

back3transformed to k1 and k2 using deterministic values of D/B.  Stuedlein and Reddy (2013) 

showed that different slenderness ratios are associated with different portions of the observed 

scatter in the k1–k2 relationship.  Thus, a uniform distribution of D/B = 25, 30,…,65 was selected 

for reliability simulations based on the observed values in the database and their distribution. 

Najjar and Gilbert (2009) illustrated the limitations associated with using random samples 

that follow continuous distributions to estimate reliability.  Although the gamma distribution is 

constrained to positive values, it can lead to over3sampling at the tail ends of the distribution.  

Very large k1 and k2 pairs indicate excessive pile displacements under small applied loads and 

are not representative of the observed load3displacement behavior of ACIP piles.  On the other 

hand, very small k1 and k2 pairs point toward an extremely stiff soil response to loading that is 
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not representative of the soils represented in this database.  For the purpose of simulation, the 

marginal distributions of k1 and k2 were truncated based on the observed data (Fig. 1a), such that 

the lower and upper bounds of k1 and k2 were selected equal to 0.90 and 17.0, and 0.25 and 1.10, 

respectively.  Figure 3a and 3b compare the observed and simulated model parameters, and the 

corresponding observed and simulated load3displacement curves.  Overall, the observed scatter 

in the load3displacement relationship is well represented by the simulated curves and the selected 

range in D/B. 

��
�������	������������	������	�	�������������

One objective of this study is to link RBD of ACIP piles at the ULS with that at the SLS 

through the ACIP pile3specific design models developed in the companion paper (Reddy and 

Stuedlein 2016).  Past studies on ACIP piles by Phoon et al. (2006) and Phoon and Kulhawy 

(2008) have sought to incorporate the accuracy and uncertainty associated with a ULS capacity 

prediction model into reliability assessments at the SLS using the Meyerhof method.  The 

accuracy of the Meyerhof method was relatively good on average, with a mean bias of 1.12; 

however, the variability was relatively high (COV = 50 percent) and biased as a function of the 

magnitude of nominal resistance.  Owing to differences in the construction method, an ACIP 

pile3specific design model is preferred, and a more accurate capacity prediction model will result 

in a smaller load factor necessary to achieve any given target level of foundation reliability, 

thereby increasing the amount of useable pile capacity and the economic value of a given pile.  

The mobilized resistance in the hyperbolic load3displacement model was normalized by a 

reference capacity determined using the slope3tangent method (Eqn. 2).  Because the slope3

tangent method considers the shape of the load3displacement curve, piles with high asymptotic 

capacities are generally associated with high QSTC values and vice versa; the result is a reduction 

in the amount of scatter in the normalized load3displacement relationship, particularly in latter 
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part of the curves.  However, QSTC is not associated with any failure mechanisms (e.g. ultimate 

shaft resistance, bearing failure); instead, an estimate of pile capacity at the ULS (i.e. Qult,i) is 

preferred, where familiar failure mechanisms may be represented by ULS capacity prediction 

models.   

Since Eqn. (4) is expressed in terms of slope3tangent capacity and the QSTC3normalized 

hyperbolic model parameters, the relationship between QSTC and Qult,p and the associated 

variability must be characterized and incorporated into the limit state equation.  With this 

approach, the uncertainty associated with mSTC in Eqn. (4) is representative of the combined 

uncertainty from the model error associated with predicting pile capacity using the proposed 

ULS design models and the transformation error between Qult,p and QSTC.  Because the proposed 

models in the companion paper were developed without considering QSTC, Qult,p should not be 

correlated with QSTC; however, both QSTC and Qult,p should logically be correlated with the 

interpreted capacity, Qult,i.  The relationship between Qult,p and Qult,i is largely unbiased and 

statistically characterized with a mean bias and COV equal to 0.976 and 22.4 percent, 

respectively.  The relationship between QSTC and Qult,i was characterized using forty3two piles in 

the database that included enough information to calculate both definitions of capacity, resulting 

in a mean bias, equal to QSTC / Qult,i, and COV, equal to 0.71 and 15.7 percent, respectively.  The 

Kendall’s Tau correlation coefficients between QSTC and Qult,i, and Qult,i and Qult,p were equal to 

0.76 and 0.56, indicating relatively strong and moderate correlations, respectively.  

In order to statistically characterize the bias values relating QSTC and Qult,p, distributions of 

Qult,i/Qult,p and QSTC/Qult,i were generated using a Monte Carlo approach and the bias statistics 

shown above. According to the Anderson3Darling goodness3of3fit test, the biases between Qult,p 

and Qult,i, and QSTC and Qult,i were suitably described with lognormal distributions.  Based on 

their source distributions (i.e. lognormal) and respective statistical parameters (i.e. mean, COV), 
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one million samples were generated for each distribution.  The bias between QSTC and Qult,p was 

obtained as the product of the two simulated bias distributions, where the mean bias and COV 

were equal to 0.69 and 27.9 percent, respectively; these values were used to statistically 

characterize the random variable mSTC in the performance function.  Although Qult,p could be 

used in place of QSTC in Eqn. (2), thereby eliminating QSTC from the reliability analysis 

altogether, this would result in a significantly smaller reduction in the uncertainty associated with 

the selected  Q�δ relationship (Eqn. 2).  Overall, reducing the scatter in the k13k2 relationship with 

QSTC and accounting for the additional uncertainty from the transformation error between Qult,p 

and QSTC produced a higher level of reliability compared to the sole use of Qult,p.   

����������������������
�����������	���	���������������������������
	���

�������
�����

In order to provide unbiased estimates of foundation reliability, any potential dependence 

between the transformed hyperbolic model parameters, k1,t and k2,t, and the ratio QSTC/Qult,p 

computed from each of the 95 case histories should also be considered and accounted for if 

warranted.  Based on the Kendall’s Tau correlation test, ρτ and the associated p3value between 

k1,t and QSTC/Qult,p, and k2,t and QSTC/Qult,p were 0.30 and 2.15 × 10
35

, and 30.37 and 1.16 × 10
37

, 

respectively, providing strong evidence to reject the null hypotheses of independence.  Copula 

theory (Nelson 2006) was used to describe the dependence structure between the transformed 

model parameters and QSTC/Qult,p, and incorporated into Eqn. (4) to assess foundation reliability. 

Based on the AIC, the correlation between k1,t and QSTC/Qult,p, and k2,t and QSTC/Qult,p is best 

described by a Gumbel copula rotated 180
o
 (θ  = 1.421, AIC = 323.10) and a Clayton copula 

rotated 180
o
 (θ  = 30.250, AIC = 314.25), respectively.  In order to illustrate the goodness3of3fit 

between the selected copulas and the observed data, 1,000 simulations were generated for each 
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copula function.  Figures 4a and b show the observed pairs of k1,t and QSTC/Qult,p, and k2,t and 

QSTC/Qult,p, along with the simulated data generated with the rotated Gumbel and rotated Clayton 

copula, respectively.    

��
�������	����������� ��!������
	�	���

Horsnell and Toolan (1996), Aggarwal et al. (1996), Bea et al. (1999) and others have 

observed that the actual rates of failure in pile foundations are significantly less than the pf 

estimated using traditional reliability analyses.  Following Najjar and Gilbert (2009), a lower3

bound limit of the distribution of mSTC was used to improve the accuracy of the reliability 

simulations.  The companion paper showed that a constant, κ, defined as the ratio of lower3bound 

to predicted resistance, could be applied to the proposed design models to estimate the lower3

bound shaft and toe3bearing resistance, respectively.  Using a lower3bound ratio equal to 0.35 for 

both shaft and toe bearing resistance, the companion paper showed that increases in foundation 

reliability were possible, depending on the uncertainty associated with the capacity distribution. 

As discussed in the companion paper, the relative contribution of shaft and toe bearing resistance 

varies between each pile case history; however, the lower3bound ratio associated with total 

resistance and applied to mSTC, κ, herein can be set equal to 0.35 since the lower3bound ratio for 

the proposed shaft and toe bearing models is constant. 

�"���
���	#��	����������	��������������������	����
������

The random variables for applied load and allowable displacement in Eqn. (4) must be 

statistically characterized according to their mean, uncertainty, and distribution type, and these 

are typically dictated to the foundation designer based on structural considerations.  The applied 

load is modeled using a lognormally distributed unit mean applied load, Q’app with COVs = 10 

and 20 percent, corresponding to the AASHTO (2012) recommendations for dead and live load, 

respectively. 
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The statistics used for each random variable in Eqn. (4) are shown in Table 2.  Because 

allowable displacement depends on the size and type of the structure considered as well as the 

soil material properties, which influence the rate and uniformity of settlement, a range of mean 

allowable displacement, �δa
, was considered (2.5 to 50 mm).  Previous design codes (e.g. 

AASHTO 1997) have specified deterministic δa; however, due to the difficulties associated with 

predicting whether or not a structure remains serviceable at a given displacement, δa may be 

represented as a random variable (Zhang and Ng 2005).  Currently, the uncertainty in δa for deep 

foundations is not well characterized; however, Phoon and Kulhawy (2008) and Uzielli and 

Mayne (2011) selected a COV equal to 60 percent based on the performance of bridges and 

buildings supported on shallow and deep foundations observed by Zhang and Ng (2005).  To 

allow for flexibility in the selection of the appropriate level of uncertainty by the designer, δa 

was modeled using lognormal distributions with COVs = 0, 20, 40, and 60 percent. 

$��	��	�	����	�!���	���������� $��	����
����
�������	����	���

Monte Carlo simulations (MCS) were used to generate 1,000,000 random samples for δa, 

mSTC, and Q’app from their source distributions (Table 2) to estimate the foundation reliability (β, 

through ψQ).  The correlated transformed hyperbolic model parameters, k1,t and k2,t, were 

sampled using copula theory and their marginal gamma distributions, and then back3transformed 

into k1 and k2 using a deterministic D/B (Table 2) for use in evaluating the performance function 

(Eqn. 4).  The final number of simulations used for computing pf was slightly less than 1,000,000 

because the distributions associated with mSTC, k1, and k2 were truncated.  This process was 

repeated over 5.3E
4
 times in order to estimate pf and β for different combinations of �δa

 

(2.5,5.0,…,50 mm), COV(δa) (0,20,…,60 percent), COV(Q’app) (10, 20 percent), D/B 

(25,30,…,65), and ψQ (1.00,1.25,…,10).  For each variable combination, Eqn. 4 is solved by 
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counting the number of realizations where failure occurred (i.e. where Qapp > Qmob) relative to 

the total number of realizations to determine the reliability index. The MCS indicated a non3

linear trend between β and ψQ for each combination of �δa
, COV(δa), and D/B.  Figures 5a and 5b 

illustrate the outcome of the MCS in terms of the variation of β with ψQ for a COV(Q’app) = 10 

percent, COV(δa) = 20 percent and �δa
 = 2.5 and 25 mm, respectively.  Reliability increases with 

ψQ, which acts to shift the distribution of left side of the performance function (Eqn. 4) away 

from the right, resulting in a decrease in the probability of failure and an increase in β.  Because 

the conditions in Figure 5a are associated with a relatively stringent allowable displacement (�δa
 

= 2.5 mm), the ψQ necessary to satisfy typical target reliability indices (β = 2.33 to 3.09, 

Paikowsky et al. 2004) is largely impractical (ψQ > 10) for most pile geometries (i.e. D/B), and 

reflects the well3known difficulty associated with accurately predicting small displacements of 

geotechnical elements.  Figure 5b represents the relationship between β and ψQ for a more 

common δa.  In order to limit the approach herein to practical target levels of reliability and 

improve the overall fit to the MCS, β values less than zero and greater than four were discarded. 

The slenderness ratio imposes a considerable effect on foundation reliability when all other 

variables are held constant (Stuedlein and Reddy 2013).  Figure 6 shows the effect of changing 

D/B on foundation reliability for different mean δa, holding all other variables constant.  At 

smaller allowable displacements (�δa
 = 10 mm), β is larger for a smaller D/B (i.e., a stiffer pile). 

As allowable displacement increases, the effect of decreasing D/B on β begins to reverse, where 

at large allowable displacements (�δa
 = 50 mm) decreasing D/B reduces the estimate of 

foundation reliability.  These general trends are due to the difference in the statistical parameters 

of k1 and k2 that describe the characteristic behavior in the load3displacement relationship for 

different slenderness ratios. For example, a longer, less stiff pile (i.e. a larger D/B) is associated 
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with a smaller k2 and larger k1, which is associated with a slowly decaying load3displacement 

curve and less well3defined and larger asymptote.  The reverse is true for shorter stiffer piles, 

which tend to exhibit quickly decaying load3displacement curves and a smaller more well3

defined asymptote.  These geometry3dependent characteristic load3displacement responses in 

turn affect reliability for any given set of statistical parameters in the performance function due 

to the way in which resistance is developed with increasing displacement and axial compression 

of the pile. Additionally, the selected allowable displacement (i.e. at what point on the load3

displacement curve is considered failure) will impact reliability in a way that is dependent on 

load3displacement behavior and axial stiffness. This effect is most pronounced at small allowable 

displacements, where the load3displacement behavior of piles with differing geometries (i.e. low 

and high D/B) is markedly dissimilar. 

For the purpose of developing convenient expressions for the calibrated ψQ several different 

functions were evaluated for each combination of D/B, �δa
, COV(δa), COV(Q’app).  Because of 

the opposing and largely nonlinear effect of increasing �δa
 and D/B on β, a third3order 

polynomial function best described the relationship between β and ψQ for each combination of 

the variables investigated: 

(11)                                              43

2

2

3

1, pppppQ +++= βββψ                                   

where ψQ,p is the predicted load3 and resistance factor, and p1, p2, p3, and p4 are the fitting 

coefficients determined using least squares regression. 

For each COV(δa) investigated, p1, p2, p3, and p4 were found to vary logarithmically with 

D/B and �δa
.  Instead of generating a complex nested function that could result in additional 

error, p1, p2, p3, and p4 were described using D/B and �δa
 simultaneously.  It was observed that a 
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cubic logarithmic function, which considers the interaction between D/B and �δa
, could be used 

to adequately describe the behavior of each of the fitting coefficients: 
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where s1,s2,…s10 are secondary fitting coefficients determined by minimizing the sum of squared 

error between the simulated and fitted coefficients.  Table 3 shows the secondary fitting 

coefficients for each coefficient (p1 – p4) and COV(δa), for COV(Q’app) = 10 and 20 percent.  It 

is noted that Eqn. (11) was developed using specific ranges for foundation reliability (i.e. 0 < β < 

4) and loading factors (1 < ψQ < 10), and extrapolation beyond these bounds is not 

recommended.  In addition, the bounds of the dependent variables in Eqn. (12) shown in Table 2 

should not be exceeded.   

�

!��
�������
����	��������"������� ��������!�	���

The accuracy and uncertainty of Eqn. (11) was evaluated using 1,000 uniform random 

samples of �δa
, D/B, and ψQ from Table 2 for COV(Q’app) = 10 and 20 percent and COV(δa) = 0, 

20, 40, and 60 percent.  The reliability index was then substituted into Eqn. (11) to calculate ψQ,p, 

and compared to the value resulting from the MCS.  In general, the mean bias for each 

COV(Q’app) and COV(δa) combination was equal to one, and the COV ranged from 2.4 to 3.9 

percent, indicating acceptably small error.  Figure 7 presents a comparison of simulated and 

predicted ψQ for COV(Q’app) equal to 10 percent and COV(δa) = 0, 20, 40, and 60 percent. 
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Although the uncertainty associated with Eqn. (11) is relatively small, the ψQ required to 

achieve a desired level of foundation reliability may be under3estimated.  Therefore, a 

conservative 95 percent prediction of ψQ,p, termed the lower3bound load3 and resistance factor, 

ψQ,LB, can be estimated by adding ψQ,p with a lower3bound constant, cLB.  Table 4 shows cLB for 

each COV(Q’app) and COV(δa) combination.  In general, relatively small increases in ψQ,p are 

needed to satisfy the target foundation reliability at a 95 confidence level for the range of ψQ,p 

considered.  For example, for a COV(Q’app) = 10 percent and COV(δa) = 20 percent and ψQ,p = 3, 

ψQ,p must be increased by 0.20 (i.e., 7 percent) in order satisfy the specified target reliability with 

a 95 percent confidence level.   

���	���
�������
"����	����	�
���������	����������������"�

In order to illustrate the intended use of the proposed reliability3based serviceability limit 

state design approach, a typical design scenario for a structure supported on widely3spaced ACIP 

piles installed in predominately granular soils is described. Figure 8 is presented alongside the 

example in order to clearly illustrate the general process to determine the load3resistance factor 

for a given pile geometry, allowable displacement and associated uncertainty, target probability 

of failure, and uncertainty associated with applied load. For this example, the nominal pile 

diameter, B, and length, D, were selected as 400 mm and 12 m, respectively, indicating a 

slenderness ratio, D/B, equal to 30.  The nominal allowable pile displacement was assumed to be 

25 mm, with moderate uncertainty (COV(δa) = 20 percent).  In this example, the variation in the 

applied load, COV(Q’app), was assumed equal to 10 percent.  The uncertainty in N1,60 is included 

in this approach by directly incorporating the uncertainty in the proposed ULS design models. 

The procedure for estimating the allowable load with a target probability of exceeding the SLS 

equal to 1 percent (β = 2.33) is outlined below: 
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1.� Estimate the nominal pile capacity, Qult,p, using the ULS design models proposed in the 

companion paper (Reddy and Stuedlein 2016), and site3specific soil characteristics (i.e. 

vertical effective stress, SPT3N ).   

2.� Determine the appropriate predicted load3 and resistance factor, ψQ,p, using Eqn. (11) and 

β = 2.33.  The coefficients p1 through p4 are calculated using Eqn. (12) and the 

aforementioned mean δa and slenderness ratio.  The secondary coefficients, s1 through 

s10, are obtained from Table 3 based on the variation in applied load and δa. 

3.� The resulting load3 and resistance factor was determined equal to 2.75, and was then 

adjusted to reflect the 95 percent lower3bound load3resistance factor, ψQ,LB, by adding cLB 

from Table 4 to ψQ, which corresponds to the selected variation in applied load and 

allowable displacement.  For the desired β = 2.33, ψQ,LB equals  2.95. 

4.� The allowable load that limits displacement to 25 mm or less with a probability of 

exceeding the SLS equal to 1 percent is then computed as (1/ψQ,LB )Qult,p = 0.34Qult,p. 

Instead, if a larger variation in allowable displacement had been selected (COV(δa) = 60), 

holding all other variables constant and repeating steps 1 through 4, the allowable load would be 

equal to 0.32Qult,p.  This represents a 6 percent reduction in the amount of allowable load, 

compared to the allowable load when COV(δa) = 20 percent. 

The impact of pile geometry (i.e. slenderness ratio) on reliability on the load3 and resistance 

factor is illustrated by holding �δa
, COV(δa), COV(Q’app), and the target β constant based on the 

design example shown above, and changing the slenderness ratio from 30 to 60.  Because the 

impact of D/B on ψQ was observed to the most significant at the low and high ends of the range 

of �δa
 considered (i.e. 2.5 and 50 mm), and the smallest changes in ψQ occur at moderate �δa (i.e. 

25 mm, Fig. 4b), the change in ψQ was relatively small (2.75 to 2.72).  If instead �δa
 = 15 mm, ψQ 
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equals 3.06 and 3.60 for D/B = 30 and 60, respectively, and represents a considerable reduction 

(15 percent) in the allowable load (i.e. 0.33Qult,p to 0.28Qult,p).  Note that a similar reduction in 

allowable load was observed in the example above when COV(δa) was increased from 20 to 60 

percent. 

To understand the impact of truncated distributions on foundation reliability at the SLS, MCS 

were carried out with and without truncated distributions of mSTC.  Assuming that mSTC is 

truncated with the proposed lower3bound limit equal to 0.35, �δa
 = 15 mm, COV(δa) = 20 

percent, COV(Q’app) = 10 percent, ψQ = 3, and D/B = 30, β was found to equal 2.36 (pf = 0.91 

percent).  In comparison, β was equal to 2.35 (pf = 0.94 percent) when a full continuous 

distribution (non3truncated) of mSTC was used.  This example represents a change of 30.01 or a 

3.2 percent decrease in the estimated probability of failure when lower3bound resistances are 

considered.  The magnitude of change in β (pf) observed in this example is primarily attributed to 

the relatively small COV associated with mSTC (27.9 percent), and is largely consistent with the 

findings presented in Najjar (2005) and Najjar and Gilbert (2009) who showed the effect of 

lower3bound resistance limits on reliability was directly related to the amount of variability in the 

distribution of resistance.  Because the distribution of mSTC was truncated directly, rather than to 

the entire left side of Eqn. (4), the effect of a lower3bound resistance limit on β is expected to be 

relatively constant for each combination of simulated variables (i.e. �δa
, COV(δa), COV(Q’app), 

D/B, ψQ). The use of β = 2.33 in this example is to aid comparison to the ULS capacities 

described by Reddy and Stuedlein (2016) in the companion paper; however, reliability indices 

for SLS should likely be lower owing to the reduced consequences of “failure” (i.e., exceeding 

the target displacement) for the SLS. For example, Eurocode 7 (e.g., Orr and Breysse, 2008) 

includes SLS provisions of β = 1.5 (or pf = 6.7%) over a 503year service life. 
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The Eurocode design standard BS EN1990:2002 (British Standards Institute, 2002) 

recommends a one3year target reliability index at the SLS equal to 2.9.  Using the translational 

correlation model and ULS statistics developed using Meyerhof (1976), Phoon and Kulhawy 

(2008) showed that a target β = 2.6 recommended by Phoon et al. (1995) for transmission line 

structures necessitated a mean factor of safety of about 4 for �δa
 = 25 mm and COV(δa) = 60%; 

the more stringent BS EN1990:2002 target β was met using a mean factor of about 4.6.  Using 

the same statistics for allowable displacement and applied load, and a slenderness ratio of 30, ψQ 

= 3.6 and 4.2 was necessary to satisfy a β = 2.6 and 2.9, respectively. 

����	�������

In this study, a reliability3based design (RBD) methodology for estimating the allowable load 

at a prescribed allowable displacement and target probability of exceeding the SLS has been 

developed for ACIP piles installed in predominately granular soils.  Consistent with Phoon and 

Kulhawy (2008) and Stuedlein and Reddy (2013), a hyperbolic model provided a good fit to the 

load3displacement curves for ACIP piles for the database considered herein, where the 

uncertainty in the aggregated load3displacement relationship is described using a correlated 

bivariate vector containing the hyperbolic model parameters.  In order to account for the inter3

correlation between the model parameters, several copula functions were assessed based on the 

goodness3of3fit to the load test database.  Because of their physically3meaningful definitions, the 

hyperbolic model parameters were found to be strongly correlated with pile slenderness ratio, 

defined as the ratio of pile length to diameter.  It was determined that the pile length has a strong 

impact on the estimate of reliability. 

To date, an ACIP pile3specific ultimate limit state (ULS) model has not been included in the 

assessment of foundation reliability at the SLS.  The ULS models proposed in the companion 

paper were incorporated in the analyses herein by evaluating the relationship between the 
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selected reference capacity and ULS predicted capacity using a Monte Carlo approach.  The 

combined variability resulting from the error associated with the ULS capacity prediction model 

and the transformation error between the reference capacity and the ULS predicted capacity was 

included in this approach.   

Owing to the differences between the estimated probabilities of failure and actual observed 

instances of failure for many deep foundation elements, this study truncated the otherwise 

continuous distribution of pile capacity.  In order to provide a more general approach to 

evaluating reliability at the SLS, several different combinations of mean allowable displacement, 

uncertainty in allowable displacement and applied load, and slenderness ratio, were used to 

calibrate the load3resistance factor.  A convenient set of expressions was then provided to 

estimate the lumped load3resistance factor associated with a target level of reliability given 

prescribed levels of the independent design variables to facilitate a quasi3deterministic design 

framework.  Although the uncertainty associated with estimating the load3 and resistance factor 

was small, 95 percent prediction intervals were provided to provide an accurate and conservative 

load3 and resistance factor.  A design example was included in order to illustrate the use of the 

closed3form solution, and a brief parametric study is performed to illustrate the impact of 

slenderness ratio on the estimated load3 and resistance factor, and the effect of truncated 

distributions on foundation reliability.  The proposed procedure should not be used for design 

scenarios outside those included in the database, or for load3 and resistance factors and target 

levels of reliability greater than those considered herein. 

�����#	������
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Fig. 1. The hyperbolic model parameters, k1 and k2, (a) and the transformed parameters, k1,t and 

k2,t, (b) and their correlation.  
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Fig. 2. The empirical and fitted gamma marginal distributions and corresponding statistical 

parameters for (a) k1,t and (b) k2,t. 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the observed and 1,000 simulated (a) model parameters, k1 and k2, and (b) 

corresponding load-displacement curves.  
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Fig. 4. The goodness-of-fit between the observed and simulated data for (a) k1,t and QSTC/Qult,p, 
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Fig. 5. The relationship between load-resistance factor and reliability index for COV(Q’app) = 10 
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Fig. 6. The effect of slenderness ratio of reliability at the serviceability limit state for different 

mean allowable displacements and constant values of COV(a), COV(Q’app), and ψQ. 
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Fig. 7. Comparison of simulated and predicted load-resistance factors using the proposed 

serviceability limit state model for COV(Q’app) equal to 10 percent and COV(δa) = 0, 20, 40, and 

60 percent. 
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Fig. 8. Procedure for implementation of the proposed reliability-based serviceability limit state 

methodology to determine the appropriate load-resistance factor for ACIP piles in predominately 

granular soils. 
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